[1] A geostatistically based approach with a local regression method is used to predict the magnitude of seasonal streamflow using ocean-atmospheric signals and the hydrological condition of a basin as predictors. The model characterizes the stochastic behavior of a forecast variable by generating a conditional distribution of the predicted value for different hydroclimatic conditions. The correlation structure between dependent and independent variables is represented by the variography of the predicted values in which the distance variable in the variogram is determined by measuring the distance between the predictors. This variogram in a virtual field constructed from the predictors makes it possible to predict variables as unmeasured points while considering historic information as measurement points of the field. Different types of kriging, as well as a generalized linear model regression, are used to predict data in interpolation and extrapolation modes. The forecast skill is evaluated using a linear error in probability space score for different combinations of predictors and different kriging methods. The method is applied to a case study of the Zayandeh-rud River in Isfahan, Iran. The utility of the method is demonstrated for forecasting autumn-winter and spring streamflow using the Southern Oscillation Index, the North Atlantic Oscillation, serial correlation between seasonal streamflow series, and the snow budget. The study analyzes the application of the proposed method in comparison with a K-nearest neighbor regression method. The results of this study show that the proposed method can significantly improve the long-lead probabilistic forecast skill for a nonlinear relationship between hydroclimatic predictors and streamflow in a region.
Introduction
[2] Water resources management involves coping with the variability in the climate system. Reliable long-lead forecasts of rainfall and streamflow can improve the management of water resources systems. Understanding the correlation between rainfall and streamflow anomalies, and changes in large-scale ocean-atmospheric patterns, has led to improvements in long-lead forecasting [Hamlet and Lettenmaier, 1999; Chiew et al., 1998; Sharma, 2000a] . Statistical approaches that relate streamflow to large-scale ocean-atmosphere state variables provide a basis for useful seasonal to interannual forecasts [Sharma, 2000a] .
[3] Many researchers have investigated the statistical relationship between hydroclimatic variables and oceanatmospheric signals, such as El Niño -Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), for use in long-lead forecasting models [Hamlet and Lettenmaier, 1999; Anderson et al., 2001; Sharma, 2000a Sharma, , 2000b Piechota et al., 2001] . The relationship between rainfall/ streamflow and ocean-atmospheric signals has been observed in many parts of the world. Examples can be found in the research of Chiew et al. [1998] for rainfall and streamflow in Australia, Gutiérrez and Dracup [2001] for Colombian streamflows, Fowler and Kilsby [2002] for northern England, Harshburger et al. [2002] for rainfall and streamflow in Idaho, and Karamouz and Zahraie [2004] for the Salt River Basin in Arizona. The relationship between climate signals and streamflow is usually nonlinear due to the complex dynamics of the ocean-atmosphere interaction with regional climates. Therefore traditional forecasting models, such as multiple linear regression, are not appropriate. Furthermore, there are uncertainties in determining the predictors of streamflow in a long-lead forecasting model. Because of the complexity and nonlinearity of the process, a probabilistic forecasting method is desirable.
[4] In a probabilistic approach, the output of a forecasting model consists of probabilities of occurrence of different values or categories of rainfall or streamflow during a specific condition. A probabilistic forecast procedure predicts a full range of values that are expected rather than relies solely on a single value forecast. Many researchers developed forecasting systems that determine some measure of predictive uncertainty. The complexity of forecasting realizations of continuous variables is greatly increased. A simplified forecast may also be useful, wherein a continuous probability distribution function is approximated in terms of quantiles, probabilities of categories, or an ensemble of equiprobable realizations [Krzysztofowicz, 2001] .
[5] Forecasts specifying an ensemble of hydrographs were produced for long-lead times by Hamlet and Lettenmaier [1999] and Anderson et al. [2001] . There are two approaches of physically based and statistical models. Hamlet and Lettenmaier [1999] incorporated ENSO and Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) into an ensemble streamflow prediction (ESP) forecasting approach. They defined climate categories for different phases of ENSO and PDO to predict climate regimes during these categories. They provided different traces for the Columbia River streamflow forecasting up to 6 months and used a macroscale hydrological model of the Columbia River Basin to generate streamflow hydrographs. Anderson et al. [2001] used a numerical model capable of representing the salient features of the hydroclimatic system to simulate, in Monte Carlo format, the hydrological response to ENSO events. For the Monte Carlo format, random initial conditions are applied to obtain a full range of possible hydrological system responses resulting from an ENSO event.
[6] The methods presented by Sharma [2000b] and Piechota et al. [2001] are two ways of producing a continuous probability function of a predicted value in seasonal hydrological forecasting. Sharma [2000b] used nonparametric kernel density estimation techniques to estimate the conditional probability distribution of rainfall. The approach was based on the use of nonparametric kernel methods for univariate and multivariate probability density estimation. Sharma [2000a] applied this approach in predictor identification of quarterly rainfall of Warragamba dam in Australia using ENSO indicators. Sharma [2000b] proposed a single predictor forecast and did not focus on combinations of predictors. Piechota et al. [2001] developed an exceedance probability streamflow forecast using multiple predictors and applied it to five Australian catchments. They used Southern Oscillation Index (SOI), sea surface temperature (SST), and the previous season's streamflow (persistence) as predictors. Their proposed forecast methodology, linear discriminant analysis (LDA), was an extension of their previous study in categorical long-lead forecasting ]. This method produces continuous exceedance probability for each predictor and then determines a linear combination through an optimization procedure that determines the weight of each model to produce the maximum skill for the final forecast.
[7] This paper presents a local regression-based method to produce probabilistic long-lead forecasts. The method uses the concept of similarity (neighborhood) between observations of predictors and similar sets of historical observations to obtain the best estimate for a dependent variable. A geostatistical approach is presented to deal with the correlation structure between predictors and dependent variable and to model the estimation uncertainty. The approach presented in this paper differs from existing methods in three ways:
[8] 1. Multiple predictors are used explicitly in the model in contrast to using a single predictor or using an approach of combining different single predictor forecasts.
[9] 2. The method is used for extreme value forecasting and forecasting in conditions that are not historically observed.
[10] 3. The method is applicable for nonstationary data.
[11] The proposed method is tested on the Zayandeh-rud River in Iran, with the SOI, NAO, and hydrological variables as predictors. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The next section presents the procedure of forecasting and also contains an introduction to the statistical test that is used to validate the results of the proposed method. It is followed by a description of the study area and the data that are used in the study. The paper ends with a presentation and discussion of the results.
Forecasting Procedure
[12] The recognition of the nonlinearity of the underlying dynamics of hydrological processes, gains in computational capability, and the availability of large data sets have spurred the growth of nonparametric methods. Nonparametric estimation of probability densities and regression functions are pursued through weighted local averages of the dependent variable. This is the foundation for nearest neighbor methods. K-nearest neighbor (K-NN) methods use the similarity (neighborhood) between observations of predictors and similar sets of historical observations (successors) to obtain the best estimate for a dependent variable [Karlsson and Yakowitz, 1987; Lall and Sharma, 1996] .
[13] The K-NN method imposes a metric on the predictors to find the set of K past nearest neighbors for the current condition. A kernel function proposed by Lall and Sharma [1996] can define the weights, which leads to a K-NN regression estimate of
where Z(x 0 ) = the value of the dependent variable, z j (x) = the magnitude of nearest neighbor j, j = the order of the nearest neighbors based on their distance from the current condition (i) in which the nearest have the lowest order (j = 1 to K), and
is the kernel function. The distance between the current and historical condition is calculated by the Euclidian [Karlsson and Yakowitz, 1987] or Mahalanobis distance [Yates et al., 2003 ] between current and historical predictors.
[14] Craven and Wahba [1979] presented a generalized cross validation (GCV) score function that considers the average influence of excluded observations for estimation at each sample point and approximates the predictive squared error of estimate. The GCV score is given as
where w jj = the weight used with the successor for the current point, which recognizes the influence of that point on the estimation of the same location, and e i = the estimated full sample forecast error. For the kernel suggested by Lall and Sharma [1996] , w jj is a constant for a given K and the GCV can be written as
The latter GCV score function is used to choose both K and the weights of the predictors. The weights of each predictor control the distance between the successors and the current condition and subsequently the error of forecasting. Parameter K and the weights that provide the minimum GCV are selected. Using this method, the probability distribution function of a forecast is estimated assigning each successor the probability of K(j(i)).
Geostatistical-Based Procedure of Forecasting (GBPF)
[15] Araghinejad and Burn [2005] proposed that the kernel function in equation (1) could be replaced by weights obtained from ordinary kriging (OK). In the proposed approach the regression equation is changed tô
where l i = the weight of the ith observed dependent value obtained from solving the system of equations of kriging, n = the number of neighbors (observed data) that are considered for estimation, x i = the coordinates of the ith neighbor, which is defined by predictors, and z(x i ) = the measured value at point x i , which is an observed dependent variable. In this approach, different predictors are combined to form a virtual field such that the predictors represent the coordinates of the field. A similar approach was used by Sen et al. [2004] . The weights, l i s, are calculated by solving equations (5) and (6), in which the spatial correlation structure between the data, g, is estimated from the available data:
where n = the Lagrange multiplier, kx i À x j k = the distance between two measurement points in the field, x i and x j , and kx i À x 0 k = the distance between a measurement point x i and the unknown point x 0 in the field. The semivariogram function, g, is estimated by the following equation:
where h is the distance between two points. An experimental semivariogram of the above form is fitted by a continuous theoretical semivariogram model to be used in the system of kriging equations.
[16] The number of neighbors (K), which is an important parameter in the K-NN method, is analogous to the range parameter in the semivariogram of a kriging system. The range parameter is a finite lag distance at which a semivariogram reaches a constant maximum value. A range indicates a distance in a field such that the data within this distance are well correlated.
[17] At a point x, a predicted variable, Z(x), is treated as a random variable with a mean, obtained from equation (4) and a variance calculated as
If the distribution is known, values at unrecorded locations can be estimated from data in the neighborhood and error bounds can be assigned to the estimates. A solution is to transform the data at the measurement points to a standard normal (Gaussian) distribution and then compare the estimated values with the normal distribution to obtain the required probabilities. If the distribution of Z(x) is normal and the process is second-order stationary, we can assume that the bivariate distribution for each pair of locations is also normal. Since the forecasted variable can be considered to be normal, the probability distribution function (pdf) is obtained knowing the mean and variance of the estimated values. Because this distribution is specific to the coordinates of a given location, this is a conditional pdf depending on the values of the predictors.
[18] The algorithm for forecasting is summarized by the following steps:
[19] 1. Transform the dependent variables to a standard normal distribution.
[20] 2. Use the predictors to define the axes of a virtual field in which the observed dependent variables (recorded data) are assumed as measurement points in the field and the coordinates of these points are indicated by the predictors.
[21] 3. Use variography for the observed points of the field and fit a theoretical semivariogram model to the empirical semivariogram.
[22] 4. Denote the real time predictors as the coordinates of the unknown predicted variable in the virtual field.
[23] 5. Use the theoretical semivariogram model to solve the system of kriging equations assuming the predicted variable of step 3 as the unknown value. Estimate the mean and variance of the predicted variable at the nonmeasurement point.
[24] 6. Form a normal probability distribution function for the unknown variable with the mean and variance calculated in step 5. Obtain different values of the predicted variable with different probabilities of exceedence. Back transform the forecast variables from the normal distribution to the associated real value.
[25] Although the kriging method has often been used in a maximum of three-dimensional problems, it is theoretically possible to use it in a higher-dimensional space. The dimensional space of the predictors could also be reduced using principal components of predictors instead of the predictors themselves.
Extension of the GBPF
[26] A forecast from a K-NN method is limited to the range of the historical observations. Since this method will never generate an observation larger than the maximum or smaller than the minimum historical observation, it is not useful for examining the probability distribution of the largest or smallest observation. Ordinary kriging is also used for interpolation conditions and is generally not a good model for data extrapolation. However, extrapolating from the historical data is very important in the forecasting of extreme events, such as floods and droughts. Furthermore, in most cases in hydrology the dependent variable is not stationary in the space of the predictors. If kriging is only used as an interpolator, nonstationarity might be a minor problem. However, in the case of probabilistic extreme value forecasting, this is not the case.
[27] To solve the above mentioned problems, the proposed GBPF is extended to be used in a generalized linear model (GLM) regression format. A linear model is of the form
where m(x) is a deterministic trend, which is a function of the coordinate x, and R(x) are stochastic residual variables, which are assumed to be correlated. In the case of ordinary kriging, the trend model is limited to a constant average value of the variable Z. Only in extrapolation conditions, where a location x outside the data domain is to be estimated, does the choice of a particular trend model matter [Journel and Rossi, 1989] . If the trend model is defined as a parametric model, the generalized linear model is changed to the kriging with a trend (KT) model.
[28] Consider the parametric trend model as
where f l (x) are known functions of the location coordinates and the a l are unknown parameters. The KT estimator is then written asẐ
and the KT system is [Deutsch and Journel, 1998 ]
where x(x 0 ) = the KT weights, n(x 0 ) are the (L + 1) Lagrange parameters associated with the (L + 1) constraints on the weights, and C R is the covariance matrix of random variable, R. C R is related to the semivariogram of the residual values, g R , by the relation g R (h) = C R (0) À C R (h) [Goovaerts, 1997] . Using KT, the estimation variance is defined as
Accepting the second-order stationary condition and transforming dependent data to the normal distribution, the forecast distribution is treated as a normal distribution with average (m) and standard deviation (s) calculated by equations (11) and (13), respectively.
[29] The trend model could be determined using a nonparametric regression method such as K-NN. In this approach the average value of the predicted variable at each point is
where m K-NN = the K-NN estimate of Z using equation (1) and m R = the expected value of R(= Z-m) at each point using GBPF. Estimation variance of the dependent variable is equal to the variance of R, which is obtained by GBPF. The algorithmic approach for this method is as follows:
[30] 1. Denote dependent variables and predictors. Transform dependent variable to normal distribution.
[31] 2. Estimate a trend model (m(x)) by K-NN.
[32] 3. Calculate residual time series as R(x) = Z(x) À m(x).
[33] 4. Estimate m R and s R at each estimation point by GBPF.
[34] 5. Forecast variable is treated as a normal distribution with m = m K-NN + m R and s = s R .
[35] 6. Back transform the data to the experimental distribution.
Measure of Skill of the Forecast
[36] A good probabilistic forecast method should produce an output distribution that is both accurate and precise. A forecast distribution is accurate if some fixed probability interval contains the true actual value. The precision of a forecast distribution is measured by its narrowness. The linear error in probability space (LEPS) score is one measure of skill for an exceedance probability forecast, which evaluates both accuracy and precision. The theory of the LEPS score for a single forecast, and its advantages relative to other statistics, are discussed by Potts et al. [1996] . Piechota et al. [2001] modified the LEPS score for exceedance probability forecast. The LEPS score developed by Piechota et al. [2001] is applied for the evaluation of the forecast skill of the proposed model.
[37] The distance between forecast and observed values is defined as
where p v = the cumulative probabilities of the observations found from the unconditional exceedance probability curve and p f = the cumulative probability of the forecast found from the unconditional exceedance probability curve. The unconditional exceedance probability curve of the seasonal streamflow is based on the historical streamflow observations and is generated by dividing the rank of each historical value by the total number of years in the record. For each forecast, p v remains constant while p f varies depending on the cumulative probability of forecast. One hundred different p f values with equal increments are chosen from the cumulative probability of forecast. The LEPS score for the ensemble forecasts is then calculated by
where k varies from 0 to 1 at an increment of 0.01 and represents different values of the forecast variable in a forecast probability function. S 00 j is calculated for all pairs of predictors and corresponding dependent values in the validation data set. The average LEPS skill score (SK) is defined as
where n = the number of pairs of predictors and dependent values in the data set. For each pair of observed and forecast values, if S 00 is positive, S 00 m is the sum of the best possible forecast. The best possible forecast assumes p f = p v for all pairs of observed and forecast values. If S 00 is negative, S 00 m is the sum of the worst possible forecast. The worst possible forecast is calculated considering p f = 1 and p v = 0 (which gives the minimum S equal to À1) when actual p v is less than 0.5 and is calculated considering p f = 0 and p v = 1 (which also gives the minimum S equal to À1) when the actual p v is greater than or equal to 0.5. Considering these conditions, the formulation for determining S 00 m is the same as determining S 00 . The value of the LEPS score is a continuous number between 100 and À100. The LEPS score will take the value of 100 for a perfect forecast and is equal to À100 when all forecast values obtained from the probability function of the forecast have the maximum possible difference with the observed value (i.e., p v = 0 and the p f values = 1, or p v = 1 and the p f values = 0). According to Piechota et al. [2001] , forecasts with a LEPS score greater than 10 represent a good forecast.
Case Study and Data
[38] The Zayandeh-rud River is the main surface resource for irrigation demands in the central part of Iran, especially the Isfahan metropolitan area. As water and energy demands increase in Isfahan, water withdrawals from the river increase and it is critical that climate variability is incorporated into water resources related decision-making. The Zayandeh-rud reservoir controls the streamflow upstream of Isfahan and is the largest surface reservoir on the river with a volume of 1470 Â 10 6 m 3 . The location of Zayandeh-rud reservoir is shown in Figure 1 . The total annual average inflow to Zayandeh-rud reservoir is about 1600 Â Rainfall-driven streamflow from November to March (autumn and winter streamflow) and streamflow from April to June (spring streamflow), which results from the winter snow pack, are used as predicted values in this study. Summer streamflow has a significant correlation with the spring streamflow and it is therefore easily predicted by this persistence. Summer streamflow forecasting is not investigated in this study.
[39] The effect of climate signals on the rainfall and rivers of Iran has recently been studied [Nazemosadat and Cordery, 2000] . Cullen et al. [2002] investigated the impact of the NAO on Middle Eastern climate and streamflow, including the Karoon River in Iran. Two climate signals, ENSO and NAO, which seem to be effective for predicting climate variations of the central and southern parts of Iran, are considered as potential predictors of Zayandeh-rud River streamflow.
[40] The SOI, an ENSO indicator, is considered as a predictor of Zayandeh-rud River streamflow. The Troup SOI, which is defined as the standardized difference of the sea level pressures at Tahiti minus Darwin multiplied by a factor of 10 [Troup, 1965] , is used. The most significant correlation is observed between averaged June to October SOI and total November to March streamflow as shown in Figure 2a . SOI is used along with the summer streamflow to forecast autumn and winter (November to March) streamflow.
[41] The NAO involves a negative correlation in winter months between sea level pressures in the subtropical Atlantic high and the Icelandic low. The NAO is the difference between normalized sea level pressure over the Azores and Iceland. The usual index is given by the December to March average of this measure [Jones et al., 1997] . As shown in Figure 2b , there is a significant relationship between averaged December to March NAO and spring (April to June) streamflow.
Application of the Models
[42] Using the two-dimensional ordinary kriging method, different templates are drawn; an example is shown in Figure 3 for the magnitude of spring streamflow with respect to NAO, winter streamflow, and the snow budget in the Zayandeh-rud reservoir basin. To normalize the predicted values, the method of normal score transformation is applied [Deutsch and Journel, 1998 ]. The results are back transformed from normal to actual distribution, after obtaining the forecast results. NAO values and high hydrological variables (snow budget and winter streamflow) and vice versa.
[43] In the procedure of forecasting, predictors are applied together and separately to assess the contribution of each predictor to the skill of the forecast. Two-and threedimensional ordinary kriging (GBPF-OK) were applied. During the application of GBPF as a generalized linear model, two approaches were used. A linear model, which is the best linear fit to the calibration data set, is applied as the trend model (GBPF-KT) and a nonparametric K-NN is also applied as the deterministic model (GBPF-K-NN).
[44] The nonparametric K-NN method is applied as another forecasting model. The results of the application of K-NN are compared with the point estimation results of GBPF. The forecasts are compared using three well-known statistics, root-mean-square error (RMSE), percent volume error (%VE), and the linear correlation between the observed and forecast data (CORR). The skills of probabilistic forecasts are tested using the LEPS score. All the results are shown in cross-validation analysis for testing the models on data not used in calibration.
Results and Discussion
[45] Table 1 shows statistics from applying GBPF and K-NN for cross validation of 32 years of autumn-winter streamflow forecasts. Table 2 shows similar results for spring streamflow. Considering the mean value of a data record as a threshold for dry spells, 19 drought events are derived from the autumn-winter season and 20 drought events are derived for the spring season. The remaining periods are considered as wet periods. The performance statistics during the dry and wet periods are shown separately in Table 3. [46] As shown in Table 1 , for the application of all models, considering SOI and persistence together improves the performance statistics in comparison with the case of applying just a single predictor. Point estimation forecast by both SOI and persistence results in the minimum RMSE and %VE and maximum CORR for all models. SOI improves the forecast accuracy during this period as the addition of SOI increases the average LEPS score by 72% relative to the case of using just persistence as the predictor, when using the GBPF-OK method. The maximum average LEPS score is obtained using GBPF-OK and is equal to 31.2, which is categorized as a good forecast skill.
[47] The performance statistics presented in Table 2 show good results for applying snow budget and persistence in forecasting spring streamflow. The results show that using NAO along with the hydrological condition of the basin as predictors produced better forecasts in comparison with the other cases. The point estimation forecast in this case results in minimum %VE and maximum CORR, and this case also results in the maximum LEPS score. The maximum average LEPS score for spring forecasts is obtained using GBPF-K-NN, which is equal to 34.5 and is categorized as a good forecast skill. The results show that GBPF improves significantly the precision of the forecasts in comparison with the K-NN method as it results in a larger LEPS score.
[48] The results for the combination of all predictors for wet and dry event forecasting presented in Table 3 show that the application of SOI and persistence results in better forecasts of autumn-winter streamflow during a dry season than during a wet season. Using the GBPF-K-NN method, the average LEPS score during dry autumn-winter seasons is 41.1 while it is 21.1 during wet seasons. More precise forecasts of the spring season are obtained during wet periods. Using the GBPF-K-NN method, the average LEPS score for forecasting wet spring seasons is 46.6 while it is 21.3 during dry seasons. An assessment of RMSE, %VE, and CORR also shows that the predictors of the spring season produce more accurate forecasts during wet periods than during dry periods. [49] Figure 4 shows the results of cross validation of best point forecasts for the autumn-winter season. Similar results (not shown) were obtained for the spring season. An assessment of point estimates shows that GBPF results in better performance than K-NN. The statistics shown in Tables 1 and 2 show that the results are fairly similar and GBPF methods can model the nonlinearity of the processes well. Table 4 shows the results of forecasts for years 1978 -1979 and 2001 -2002 , which had the highest and lowest autumn-winter streamflow, respectively. Table 5 The supremacy of GBPF-K-NN and GBPF-KT in extreme value forecasting in comparison to GBPF-OK and K-NN is expected from the capability of the model to extrapolate. However, the LEPS scores show that the performance of the GBPF-OK model for extreme value forecasting is either better or close to the results of the GLM approach.
[50] Exceedance probability forecasts can be obtained using the proposed methods for every condition of predictors and can be used in water resources related decisions depending on an assumed level of risk. The predictive uncertainty of autumn-winter and spring streamflow for the best forecasts in years 1978-1979, 1981, and 2001 - 1978 -1979 and 2001 -2002, respectively . However, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) curve provided by GBPF-OK has less spread than CDF curves of GBPF-KT and GBPF-K-NN and results in greater LEPS scores, as presented in Table 4 .
[51] The actual values of maximum and minimum spring streamflow are equal to 1738 MCM and 491 MCM, respectively. As presented in Table 5 and shown in Figure 6 , point estimation by GBPF-K-NN results in smaller %VE in comparison with the other models. Because of the greater spread of the conditional CDF produced by GBPF-KT, the LEPS score for the GBPF-KT forecast is less than GBPF-OK during the year 2002 forecast. K-NN produces poor conditional CDF of forecasts in year 1981 as it results in a forecast which is neither accurate nor precise. The conditional CDF of forecasts in Figure 5b shows very good forecasts, which are both accurate and precise, while the forecasts of GBPF-OK and GBPF-K-NN shown in Figure 6b are poor forecasts with LEPS scores less than 10. The conditional CDF of forecasts in this case are similar to the unconditional CDF based on the historical streamflow observations.
Summary and Conclusions
[52] This study presents an approach for making longlead streamflow forecasts based on ocean-atmospheric signals along with the hydrological condition of a basin. GBPF uses several predictors to forecast a predicted value and quantifies forecast uncertainty through the estimation variance. This method is suitable for considering the nonlinear relationship between ocean-atmospheric indices and streamflow or rainfall variation. In the case of short-and mediumterm historical data, the error of point estimation and probabilistic forecast of GBPF is less than for the nonparametric K-NN method, which uses a similar estimation concept. GBPF is capable of producing a continuous conditional probability distribution function of the predicted value and is capable of considering multiple predictors.
[53] GBPF can be used in both interpolation and extrapolation cases depending on the approach used in the procedure. Using ordinary kriging, GBPF is unable to extrapolate, which is also true for the K-NN method. GBPF in a generalized linear model is capable of interpolating and extrapolating. In the case of point estimation of extreme events, GBPF in a GLM approach can produce forecasts beyond the range of the minimum and maximum values of the calibration data. In this case, it produces more accurate forecasts in comparison with GBPF-OK and K-NN. However, according to the LEPS score statistic, the ensemble forecasts obtained by ordinary kriging are more precise in comparison with the forecasts of kriging with a trend model. The application of GBPF-OK is recommended for probabilistic and ensemble forecasting for which point estimation 1978 -1979 2001 -2002 1978 -1979 2001 -2002 1978 -1979 2001 -2002 1978 -1979 2001 -2002 by GLM style regression could provide useful information to improve decisions made using the results of GBPF-OK. For both seasons, the skill associated with the cross-validation forecast of GBPF is better than forecasts drawn from the baseline of historical data. The skill of the forecasts by GBPF is sensitive to the predictors used, so this is a good method for investigating potential new predictors and climate signals in a forecasting problem.
[54] A secondary objective of this paper was to determine whether the climate signals can improve the forecast skill in the region. The results show that SOI and NAO represent the climate variability in the autumn-winter and spring seasons in the region, respectively, and can be used as good predictors in long-lead forecasting. The best overall skill corresponds to the dry periods of the autumn-winter season and the wet periods of the spring season. This information can be helpful in improving the reliability of forecast-based decisions in the region and searching for predictors that can improve the skill.
[55] From the standpoint of a water resources decisionmaker, the forecasting approach has potential utility for conditioning a water resources related outlook, particularly where there is either a strong relationship in the climate signals and local climate variability or highly anomalous antecedent conditions in the hydrological state of the basin.
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